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VEMMA
RELATIONSHIP PROBLEMS

You know what cracks me up?

No, not low rainfall combined with high temperatures

Romantic couples that meet through Vemma ESPECIALLY
those in the YPR movement. Because most of them (I
say because there will be that one moron who goes “I
met my wife through Vemma so MEH!”) just don’t last.

For good reason.

I’d like to throw this note in here: I am not sexist.
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I’m going to be using the examples and reasoning that
follow because relationships in Vemma are almost
exclusively between a high ranked man and far
lower ranked woman. That’s just how it is, so my
examples will be rather one sided.

Ahem.

If you joined Vemma, chances are you look up the
leaders. You see their money and cars, see them as
“revolutionary leaders” in this age of corporate sleaze. It’s
all so glamorous from the outside.

And it’s such bulls**t.

Hello MTV! Welcome to the crib the average
Vemma brand partner can afford!

First off Vemma is very likely a pyramid scheme, so let’s
get that out of the way.

Second, there are certain personality flaws that are almost
always paired with Vemma (if not network marketing
overall). We all know this. Vemma affiliates themselves
know this though they flat out refuse to openly admit it.

They are arrogant, believing that so long as they
participate in Vemma they are superior to so called
“corporate slaves”. Oh and don’t tell them that Vemma’s
income disclosure confirms that around 92 – 95% of
Vemma affiliates make below minimum wage.

Their heads may explode.
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The actual .gif from “Scanners” is way too
graphic

They respond to criticism worse than most adolescents
do, because they are arrogant, they naturally assume they
are right. So they condescendingly respond to criticisms
with one of the cut-and-dry responses that Vemma
leaders feed them.

- Oh it can’t be a pyramid scheme because we have a
product!

- Coca-Cola tried to buy us, still think it’s a scam?

- Do you think Oprah, Dr. Oz, and Michael Jordan would
support a scam??

Now, if you’re a regular reader of my blog you know that
all of those points are either outright lies or are
misrepresentations of the reality.

Call them out on that, and all hell breaks loose. You are
either:

- Broke

- Uneducated

- Ignorant

There’s no compromise.
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I’ve covered this before, but a lot of Vemma affiliates’
belief comes from self denial. Despite BK and uplines
insisting that there’s 80% + customers . . . most of them
know it’s not true. They know most people lose money,
and that there are factors besides hard work responsible
for it.

But to keep going, they’ll never admit to themselves that
someone took them for a ride.

Look at all of the above and imagine  people like that
getting into relationships with each other.

I’m not exactly a love doctor, but can you see why these
relationships are almost always destined to fail?

You cannot have a relationship where you’re arrogant,
and assume that you are right just because you read a
self help book. And you can’t be totally honest with your
Vemma mate because that would be acknowledging the
valid criticisms against the company.

They fall into patterns but don’t realize it.

Male leader makes lots of money but is stressed, woman
looks past flaws and hooks up with man, both are too
stupid to maintain relationships.
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Yup

Off the top of my head, I can remember about 7
“relationships” (or as Dane Cook puts it, “relations**ts”)
in Vemma while I was part of the company. Not girls
hooking up with high ranking leaders mind you, actual full
fledged relationships.

To my knowledge only one couple has survived to this
day, and that couple knew each other way before Vemma
(they went to high school prom together and everything).

2 broke up predictably, and 4 ended because the guy was
cheating on the girl every now and then when he left and
spoke at events around the country.

Is it really that surprising though?
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VEMMA YPR: THE HYPOCRISY
OF KNOWLEDGE

Vemma Affiliates, if you have any respect for
yourself as a businessman/businesswoman please
read this post in its entirety.
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This post is in response to a frequent complaint that I
have been getting:

“My _____ joined Vemma and when I showed them your
blog, they refused to even read it!”

First off, there is a little flattery.

Oh stop it guys

My blog is doing a lot of damage to recruiting efforts; my
“Is Vemma a Scam” article gets bounced around Facebook
like mad. I’ve been told by many people that uplines
actively instruct new affiliates to avoid my blog.
I’ve had an enormous number of people saying that they
quit Vemma shortly after joining due to my blog and it
seems as though higher ups in the company have finally
realized what the problem was.

Second . . . what a bunch of hypocrites.

Vemma affiliates have this saying that rings very true (no
sarcasm): “The most expensive thing you can own is a
closed mind”.

So why close your mind to my blog?

You ask people not to immediately dismiss Vemma
without hearing information on it, without reading up on it
first right? You wouldn’t want people to judge a company
without prior research correct?

Then why wouldn’t you read my blog?

If my blog is wrong . . . then you have strengthened your
resolve against the foremost anti-Vemma source that
exists (yes, I am giving myself that award). If you can
defend your company against me, then you can recruit

http://web.archive.org/web/20140203142947/http://yprpariah.wordpress.com/is-vemma-a-scam/


anyone on the planet into your pyramid scheme.

But you don’t.

Coward

Vemma affiliates will post all sources of screen captures of
people “criticizing” their company (usually shallow
criticisms) and rip it apart, but they’ll never post stuff like
mine. No seriously, quite a few people have told me that
any links to my blog are outright deleted before they
can gain any sort of social traction.

So Vemma leaders claim you should draw strength from
your critics . . . yet instruct you not to engage me?

They say you should keep an open mind . . . yet instruct
you to close it to me?

If you had a brain, you’d recognize it as a red
flag. ANY effort to control the flow of information is a red
flag ESPECIALLY in a business. They are your coworkers
not your parents; you are mature enough to read and
tackle anything written about your company.

So why draw the line at me?

Then again you’re in Vemma. So it’s a coin flip at best.
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A CALL TO VEMMA
YPR FRANCE!

In the past 3 days my number of readers has doubled and
it’s all thanks to Europe!

In particular, France.

So I have a VERY SPECIAL REQUEST to make of my
audience.

Is there any member of my audience who would be
willing to make a YPR Pariah France?

I hope its obvious, but I’d like the maker to be a native
French speaker.

It seems France is the new hot market for Vemma, and
I’d like to have someone who can convey the YPR Pariah
ideals while bridging the language barrier and cultural
differences.

Please let me know if you are interested  just email at
anonymousexpose@yahoo.com
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VEMMA YPR: THE
BINARY SYSTEM

I’ve gone into some detail about Vemma’s compensation
plan before so please read that first if you’re not
acquainted with the “binary system”.
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Among the many nonsensical things that Vemma affiliates
will tell you to get you to join, this will definitely come up:

“In what other company can you make more than the
person above you??”

Few other companies I’ll admit. And when they feed you
that total BS about corporate america being a “pyramid
scheme” it practically gets the people in the audience
salivating. But let me ask you this question that NO ONE
has asked either in Vemma or outside of Vemma:

“Why does the binary system exist?”

According to the Vemma affiliates, the company is
working on a very simple concept: word of mouth
marketing.

Let’s say you watch 12 Days a Slave and end up really
liking it (which you should). You tell your friends, they tell
their friends and they all end up watching the movie
generating money for the theater and studio.

You don’t get any money at all. Since it was your opinion
that generated all that revenue . . . shouldn’t you get
paid?
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It’s a rhetorical question

That is the basic concept that Vemma touts (even though
when you get down to it, it’s a pyramid scheme).

So then why does the binary system exist?

Let’s say I enroll just one person and never do another
damn thing. I just sit on my ass.

That person then indirectly gets 400 other people to use
Vemma products. That generates an enormous amount of
revenue for Vemma and its all because of me.

Bitch
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Yet unless I had another leg going, Vemma wouldn’t pay
me my cycle bonus. There’s no good reason for that. 

You only make more than the person above you . . .
because Vemma makes its employees jump through
useless hoops to pay you. You have to buy product from
them, have to have two legs, they can change the
conditions at any time, misrepresent pay, etc.

Plain and simple.
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VEMMA YPR VS. FOR
PROFIT COLLEGE

http://theweek.com/article/index/219247/cracking-down-
on-for-profit-colleges

Give it a read (its genuinely interesting) and try to find
similarities in the ways that for profit universities exploit
and recruit students and Vemma exploits and recruits
young people.

I personally find the misrepresentation of income and
preying on people in desperate situations particularly
riveting.
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VEMMA YPR:
BURNING BRIDGES

How many of you have friends?
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(All readers raise hands)

How many of you have actual friends whose
companionship isn’t dependent on your
mutual involvement in a scam to have a 8% chance of
making more than minimum wage no matter how hard
you work?

That’s what I thought.

Let’s say you’re a Vemma affiliate (don’t worry it’s just
pretend; the disgust will wash off when the scenario
ends), and one of your friends says that he feels like you
shouldn’t be part of Vemma because you’re not only very
likely to lose money, but also any money you make will be
at the expense of enrolling others in a flawed system.

Does the average Vemma affiliate (upline advice
considered)

- politely respond that they feel differently, and they
appreciate the concern and then let the subject drop

- tell them that they are wrong, and when the argument
escalates tell them they are closed minded and to have
fun being a slave to corporate

- post a screen capture of the conversation on the Vemma
Facebook group of their choice, and have the rest of the
lobotomized apes guffaw at how dumb the friend is

You as well as I know that #2 and #3 are the most
overwhelmingly popular with Vemma affiliates. And
considering I was part of Vemma for a while . . . I get it.
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I’m being serious

Vemma is your “family”, it gave you new hope when you
sucked ass in school and wanted to know there was a
better future. It fills you with hope and ambition and with
how emotionally invested you are in the company you
view anyone who criticizes it as a threat.

I get that, no sarcasm.

But please understand that you are burning a bridge
every time you do that. 

First off, you may have truly valuable friends that you’ll
get rid of. You had a life before Vemma, and you had
friends that were a huge part of that. So understand that
“leaving your critics behind” comes at a very heavy price.

Second . . . objection to Vemma comes on moral grounds.
You understand that?

It’s not like disagreeing with a friend on what sports team
to root for or what to get on your pizza. This isn’t you
deciding to forgo supreme in favor of double bacon and
red onions and your friend saying that its unhealthy. Sure
there are some people who very literally don’t understand
Vemma and therefore are speaking from a point of
ignorance (even thought they’re right). I can understand
ignoring them.

But the people (like me) who DO understand what
Vemma’ is about . . . we object because we believe what
you’re doing is wrong. Because in the very unlikely chance
that you do succeed, you’ll be doing it at the expense of
everyone whom you recruit. Vemma very much resembles
a pyramid scheme because the majority of its “product



sales” are the Vemma affiliates being forced to purchase
expensive product every month or getting their residual
pay withheld. No recruitment equals no product sales,
meaning its still income based on recruitment.

Ahem

If someone wants you to stop that, they care about you
. . . which is more than you can say about the person
above you on the pyramid profiting from your monthly
product purchase.

When you post something about them without their
knowledge or make them feel inferior for choosing a
corporate life . . . you’ve most likely burned a bridge. That
friend isn’t coming back. You not only have ignored
their warning against something destructive, but have
chosen to degrade them in response. If they have any
respect for themselves, they’re gone and you have
alienated someone who has genuinely put their neck out
for you do you understand that?

I’m saying that if you choose Vemma over your true
friends (not your f**ked up Vemma family), you better go
100%. Go all in until your brain rots . . . because there
won’t be anyone waiting for you if you leave. You
will not even have the luxury of second guessing
yourself, or finally choosing to consider the bitter reality of
Vemma because if you do you will be left with nothing.
You’ll most likely be a broke person with a crate full of
overpriced energy drinks, a bad attitude and a bunch of
people who will slash your tires at every given opportunity
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(rightfully so).

Though I doubt Vemma affiliates will understand any of
this.
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VEMMA YPR: BK BOREYKO
GOES ON RECORD WITH
CUSTOMER BASE

So apparently this video has been out since May of this
year (I’ll be fixing my posts as I go), but one of Vemma’s
affiliates happily sent me this link:

http://news.vemma.com/2013/05/08/anthony-powell-and-
team-message-of-the-month/

and directed me to the 18 minute mark.

BK Boreyko does drop his alleged 82% figure (though he
words it funnily, as people buying product instead of non-
affiliate customers. Weird huh?)

So now we have him finally admitting the number in
some form publicly. Let’s see him back that up with
some paperwork.

Because from the chatter I’m getting from my sources,
that customer/affiliate ratio . . . is actually flipped. And
has been for quite a while.

But we already kind of suspected that right?

 hope everyone had good holidays!
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